Assignment: Reading Seminar

Purpose

This assignment aims to provide you with practice in:

- using search strategies to find appropriate and relevant academic sources for given tasks on the UniSA library databases
- reading for a purpose, taking notes of main ideas / relevant details, and utilising appropriate critical thinking questions to analyse readings
- preparing for academic seminars and oral presentations

Task description

Prepare for and participate in a seminar on a topic related to your field of study

To complete this assignment, you need to:

- attend library sessions and choose relevant articles related to your field of study which will help you prepare for your Oral Presentation (OP) later in the course (Note: Undergraduates - choose a minimum of one article; Postgraduates – choose a minimum of two articles)
- discuss your article choice, search strategies and briefly summarise the content in Reading 2 session
- critically analyse and take notes of your chosen article(s) for homework after Reading 3 session
- present a summary of your ideas to your classmates in the Reading Seminar session

See schedule for session details and times.

Due dates

- Reading 2: Week 2 – bring chosen article(s) and notes on searching for discussion in this session
- Reading Seminar Session: Week 3 – bring your handwritten seminar notes, copy of article(s) & spoken contribution for seminar input.